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Yom HaAtzma'ut - 5 Iyar?
The State of Israel was proclaimed in
1948, on May 14th - Friday afternoon
at 4:00pm Israel Time. The Hebrew
date was the 5th of Iyar.
1954 seems to be the first year in
which Yom HaAtzma'ut was preponed to Thursday, the 3rd of Iyar, to
avoid Chilul Shabbat in ceremonies
and celebrations throughout Israel.

It can fall on Wednesday, the 5th of
Iyar. Which it does 28½% of the time.
It can fall on Thursday, the 3rd or 4th
of Iyar. Which it does 39½% of the
time.
That's it. Except for one more point The State of Israel shifted the official
day of the observance and celebration of the national holiday that
marks creation of the State of Israel.

When 5 Iyar is Shabbat or Friday,
Yom HaAtzma'ut is pulled back a day
or two to the immediately previous
Thursday.

The Rabbinate could have left the
religious celebration of Yom HaAtzma'ut on 5 Iyar. No need to move it to
avoid Chilul Shabbat. Hallel and
additions to the davening, and so on could have stayed on HEI IYAR. But
that's not what the Rabbinate did.

In 2004, another adjustment to the
day of celebration of Yom HaAtzma'ut was added: if 5 Iyar is Monday,
which means that Yom HaZikaron is
Motza'ei Shabbat & Sunday, Yom
HaAtzma'ut is bumped to Tuesday,
the 6th of Iyar - this to avoid Chilul
HaShabbat in preparations for Yom
HaZikaron ceremonies.

They basically said that Yom HaAtzma'ut is a day to celebrate the
establishment of Medinat Yisrael - a
day with national, religious, and
Jewish significance. The State of
Israel is a Jewish State - the only
Jewish State in the world. It should
be celebrated by all (emphasize,
should be) on the same day.

And here are the results of the above:

Hallel, matzlot (mangals, BBQs), Yom
Tov p'sukei d'zimra, falafel, bopping
each other with blue and white
inflatable hammers, greeting each
other with MO'ADIM L'SIMCHA and
LIGULA SH'LEIMA, day off from work,
tiyulim - whatever. Together! ZEH
HAYOM ASA HASHEM... for all of us.

Yom HaAtzma'ut cannot fall on
Sunday or Monday or Friday or
Shabbat.
Yom HaAtzma'ut can fall on Tuesday,
the 6th of Iyar. Which it does, approx.
32% of the time.

